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Abstract In this study, an experimental investigation
is carried out to further study the critical tube diameter
problem for the transmission of gaseous detonation from
a confined tube into a sudden open space in both regular
mixtures, those highly diluted with argon and irregular
mixtures of which the cellular detonation is highly unstable. The two commonly postulated modes of failure consisting of one by a local failure mechanism that is linked
to the effect of instabilities for undiluted mixtures, and
the other due to the excessive curvature of the global
front in mixtures highly diluted with argon, are further
investigated through experiments. To discern between
these mechanisms in the different mixtures, flow perturbations are imposed by placing a minute obstacle with
small blockage ratio at the tube exit diameter just before
the detonation diffraction. Results show that the perturbation only has an effect in undiluted mixtures resulting
in the decrease of the critical pressure for successful detonation transmission. In other words, the flow fluctuation
caused by the small obstacle produces transmission and
this result seems to indicate that local hydrodynamic instabilities are significant for the detonation diffraction
in undiluted unstable mixtures. On the other hand, the
results appear to be the same for both unperturbed and
perturbed cases in highly argon diluted mixtures. The
small blockage only produces flow fluctuations and does
not substantially influence the global curvature of the
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emergent detonation wave as illustrated in the numerical
gasdynamic simulation and hence, it shall not affect the
failure mechanism of the stable detonation in highly argon diluted mixtures. The observed phenomenon is also
shown to be geometry independence of the obstacle even
for the irregular mixtures of which the cellular detonation is highly unstable. This means that as the blockage
ratio for a specific tube is kept constant, regardless of its
blockage configuration the imposed perturbation shows
almost an identical behavior for the wave transmission
in irregular mixtures while has no major effect on this
detonation dynamic parameter in regular ones.
Keywords Detonation · Critical tube diameter · Failure
mechanism · Mixture sensitivity · Flow perturbation
PACS 47.40.Rs

1 Introduction
The critical tube diameter, dc refers to the minimum
tube diameter above which a self-sustained detonation
can transmit into an unconfined space without failure.
The critical tube diameter problem has been studied extensively in the past. It is one of the dynamic detonation
parameters, that has the most accessible and accurately
measured parameter in order to quantify sensitivity and
to describe the dynamic behavior of an explosive mixture [1, 2]. In addition, it also applies to Pulsed Detonation Engine (PDE) research especially for tube initiator
geometries, e.g., when a detonation transmits from the
small pre-detonator to the main thrust tube of the pulse
detonation engine [3].
Although no complete theory of critical tube diameter has yet been developed, experimentally it has been
well established [4, 5], that for many common hydrocarbon fuels-oxygen or -air mixtures, the critical tube diameter can be scaled universally through the characteristic
cell size of the detonation front with dc = 13λ. Nevertheless, studies have shown that this empirical relationship
breaks down for mixtures that are highly diluted with
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argon or for mixtures of which the detonation front is
highly regular. The critical conditions can vary as much
as dc ∼ 20 to 30λ for mixtures with a significant amount
of argon dilution [6-9]. This effect appears to result from
the unstable nature or difference in regularity between
the detonation fronts in undiluted (unstable) and diluted
(stable) mixtures. As shown from a number of recent
studies that for undiluted hydrocarbon mixtures, typically with high activation energy in the chemical reaction, the cellular detonation front is unstable embedded
with small scale instabilities and its propagation relies on
the interactions of transverse waves [10, 11]. On the other
hand, for detonations in combustible mixtures that have
been highly diluted with argon, the detonation front is
very regular or appears to be piece-wise laminar where
cellular instabilities that do not seem to play a prominent
role on the propagation of a stable detonation. The ZND
structure is valid and a stable, ZND detonation relies on
the classical mechanism of shock-induced auto-ignition
[11-13]. The link between the regularity of the instability pattern on the detonation front and the critical tube
diameter is discussed in Lee [14]. Lee proposed that the
significant difference of the critical tube diameter phenomenon in mixtures with regular and irregular cellular
structure is due to the different mechanism of detonation
failure. By analyzing the open-shutter photographs by
Vasil’ev, Lee pointed out that for unstable detonations,
successful transmission is invariably found to originate
from localized region in the failure wave, which eventually amplified to sustain the detonation propagation
front in the open area. Hence, failure is linked to the
suppression of instabilities at which localized explosion
centers are unable to form in the failure wave when it
has penetrated to the charge axis. While for stable detonations failure is predominantly caused by excessive curvature of the entire detonation front whereby the corner
expansion waves distribute the curvature over the detonation surface. These two mechanisms are illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1 from [15].
The scope of the present study is to perform new critical tube diameter experiments that could unambiguously
discriminate between the two postulated modes of failure. Experiments are carried out in three different combustible mixtures, i.e., stoichiometric mixtures of undiluted acetylene-nitrous oxide, acetylene-oxygen as well as
acetylene-oxygen with 70% of argon dilution, that range
from highly irregular (unstable) to regular (stable) mixtures. While explicitly analyzing the gaseous detonation
front and visualizing the detonation diffraction process
may be challenging, an alternative way to study the detonation structure and to illustrate distinctly the different failure mechanism is to perturb the detonation before
the divergence and verify how the phenomenon responds.
Hence, small flow perturbations are created purposely by
a slender obstacle with minimal blockage ratio to ensure
that significant large scale disturbances are not created,
and also to minimize shock focusing downstream of the
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Fig. 1 A schematic illustrated the two postulated failure
mechanisms for a) unstable and b) stable explosive mixtures
[15].

obstacle. In addition, several blockage configuration of
the obstacle on the wave transmission in mentioned mixtures will also be investigated. The goal is to study the
effect of hydrodynamic fluctuations and the significance
of these localized instabilities at the detonation fronts
in irregular (undiluted) or regular (argon diluted) combustible mixtures, as well as their effect on the successful transmission or failure of the detonation propagation
from a confined tube into an abrupt area enlargement.

2 Experimental Details
The critical tube diameter experiments were carried out
in a modified high-pressure spherical chamber used previously for the measurement of critical energy for direct
initiation of spherical detonations [16-18]. The chamber is 20.3 cm in diameter and 5.1 cm in wall thickness and it was connected at the top to a 41.8 cm long
vertical circular steel tube of which three different diameter sizes (i.e., D = 15.5 mm, 12.7 mm and 9.13
mm) were used for each kind of combustible mixture.
The schematic of the critical tube diameter experiment
is given in Fig. 2. Stoichiometric mixtures of acetylenenitrous oxide, acetylene-oxygen, and acetylene-oxygen with
70% argon dilution were tested in this study. The explo-
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sive mixture was prepared beforehand in separate gas
bottles by the common method of partial pressure. The
gases were allowed to mix in the bottle for at least 24 hr
in order to ensure mixture homogeneity. For each experiment, the setup was initially evacuated to approximately
100 Pa and then filled through the valve with mixtures
at various initial test pressures po . The initial pressure
measurement was taken via an Omega model PX309030AI pressure transducer (0 - 30 psi) with an accuracy
of ±0.25% full scale. A planar Chapman-Jouguet (CJ)
detonation was first initiated with a high-voltage spark
ignition source, which consisted of a high voltage power
supply, capacitor bank, a gap-switch, a trigger module
(TM-11A, PerkinElmer Inc.) and a slender coaxial electrode mounted at the top of the vertical steel tube [16].
To ensure that a fully-developed CJ detonation was established in the confined tube, a fiber optic probe located close to the vertical tube exit was also used in
some tests to measure the time of the arrival and hence,
to deduce the detonation velocity [19]. The self-sustained
CJ detonation wave subsequently emerged into a large
spherical bomb chamber at the other end of the vertical steel tube. A piezoelectric pin (CA-1136, Dynasen
Inc.) was mounted at the bottom wall of the chamber to
measure the time-of-arrival of the wave and to determine
whether the emergent detonation was successfully transmitted into the open space or not. The measurement of
traveling time of waves from ignition to the arrival time
to the shock pin is sufficient to determine ‘go/no go’
due to the time scale difference between arrival times
for high-speed deflagration and detonation being very
different. For each experimental condition (i.e., mixture
composition, initial pressure po and tube diameter D),
experiment was performed 8 times to ensure repeatability of the results. The sensitivity of the mixtures was
varied by the initial pressure. The critical condition for
each mixture is characterized by the critical pressure below which the detonation fails to emerge into the large
spherical chamber.
To investigate the effect of small perturbation on the
critical tube diameter phenomenon, flow disturbance was
generated by the insertion of a slender needle at the exit
diameter of the vertical tube, see Fig. 2. Three different
sizes of needles were inserted for the three different tube
diameters in order to keep the blockage ratio constant;
i.e., by using the biggest needle of diameter 1.0 mm for
the big size tube (D = 15.5 mm), the needle of diameter
0.8 mm for the mid-size tube (D = 12.7 mm) and the
needle of diameter 0.6 mm for the small-size tube (D
= 9.13 mm). The blockage ratio is kept approximately
equal to 0.08.
It is worth noting that for the mixtures chosen in
this investigation, dilution with argon changes the stability of the cellular detonation and makes the reaction
rate less temperature sensitive or the detonation more
stable [12]. Although the dilution effect of argon lowers
the energetic of the mixture, on the other hand it also
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2 Experimental setup: a) experimental apparatus; and
b) needle insertion at the tube diameter exit to generate small
flow perturbations.

causes an increase in the specific heat ratio, leading to
an effect of increasing the shock temperature and hence,
there should be no substantial weakening in diluted mixtures at critical conditions for detonation transmission of
each mixture and the magnitude of the gasdynamic effect
of the obstacle is comparable. In this study, the effect of
obstacle is always compared relative to perturbed and
unperturbed cases for the same mixture.

3 Results and Discussion
In this study, three kinds of gas mixtures were considered, i.e., stoichiometric C2 H2 − N2 O, C2 H2 − O2 , and
C2 H2 − O2 diluted with 70% of argon. These three mixtures qualitatively represent the cases for highly irregular
(highly unstable), unstable and stable (highly regular)
cellular detonation structures, respectively. Experimental observation on the regularity of the cell size pattern,
made it possible to compute the stability parameter for
each mixture as a figure of merit which serves to characterize the sensitivity of the mixtures [11, 13, 20], and it
is given by:
χ = εI

∆I
σ̇max
= εI ∆I ′
∆R
uCJ

(1)

where εI is the effective normalized activation energy in
the induction zone, ∆I the induction length, and ∆R the
reaction length approximated by the inverse of the maximum thermicity 1/σ̇max multiplied by the CJ particle
velocity u′CJ in shock-fixed coordinates with the thermicity given by:

Ns 
X
dYi
hi
W
σ̇ =
−
(2)
W
C
T
dt
i
p
i=1
where W denotes the mean molar mass of the mixture,
Cp the mixture specific heat at constant pressure, and Yi ,
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hi the mass fraction and the specific enthalpy of specie
i, respectively. The effective activation energy in the induction process εI can be obtained by constant-volume
explosion calculations [13]. Chemkin package [21] and the
San Diego chemical reaction mechanism [22] were used to
compute different chemical kinetics properties including
the activation energy and various chemical length scales.
The San Diego reaction mechanism has been validated
and optimization targets of this mechanism included the
detonation of acetylene-oxygen-diluent systems [23]. Figure 3 compares relatively the stability parameter as a
function of initial pressure for the three mixtures considered in this study. As the results shown, C2 H2 − N2 O
is the most unstable mixtures among the three with the
relatively largest value of χ and the argon dilution to
the C2 H2 − O2 mixture decreases its stability parameter
making the mixture more stable. As discussed in [11-13],
the variation in this stability parameter can be linked to
the regularity of the instability pattern on the detonation front. In other words, both C2 H2 − N2 O and undiluted C2 H2 − O2 are described by an irregular cellular
structure while 70% Ar-diluted C2 H2 − O2 is characterized by a very regular cellular structure, in accordance
to experimental observations of smoke foil measurement
[8, 11, 20]. Therefore, echoing the hypothesis by Lee [14]
on the critical tube diameter problem, the mechanism
of detonation failure should be different in C2 H2 − N2 O
and undiluted C2 H2 − O2 mixtures with irregular cellular detonation structure, to that with diluted C2 H2 − O2
with regular ZND-like detonation structure where instabilities is found to not playing a dominant role.
For each combustible composition, critical tube diameter experiments were performed at different initial
pressures to vary the sensitivity of the mixture. Typical
traces for a surviving emergent detonation wave from the
tube to the open space and a detonation failure case in a
stoichiometric C2 H2 − O2 mixture with the tube diameter of 15.5 mm and initial pressures of po = 15 kPa and 11
kPa are illustrated in Fig. 4. It can be seen from Fig. 4a)
that at an initial pressure of 15 kPa, the arrival time of
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Fig. 4 Time-of-arrival traces for experiments in stoichiometric C2 H2 − O2 mixture (without perturbation) showing: a)
successful transmission of the detonation into an unconfined
space at po = 15 kPa; and b) unsuccessful transmission at po
= 11 kPa.
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Fig. 3 Stability parameter χ as a function of the initial pressure po for stoichiometric C2 H2 − N2 O, C2 H2 − O2 , and 70%
Ar-diluted C2 H2 − O2 combustible mixtures.
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Fig. 5 Test matrix and all go/no go results for the stoichiometric C2 H2 − O2 mixture with the smallest size tube D =
9.13 mm and with needle perturbation (sample statistics).

the expanding wave is 292 µsec when it reaches the shock
pin. The velocity of the wave is approximately 2127 m/s
determined from the ignition to the arrival time to the
shock pin and it is about 93% of the CJ detonation velocity. It shows that at an initial pressure of 15 kPa, the
tube diameter is above the critical value, thus the planar detonation can successfully transit into a spherical
detonation. While for an unsuccessful transmission Fig.
4b) shows when the initial pressure decreases to 11 kPa,
the expanding wave reaches the piezoelectric pin only at
815 µsec. Hence the detonation fails after exiting into
the free space and the velocity of the expanding wave is
roughly 33% of the CJ velocity value. It is also important to note that the confirmation of a self-sustained CJ
detonation in the circular steel tube before diffraction
with the range of tube diameters used in the present
investigation and the accuracy of the present criterion
to distinguish go/no go critical condition for the critical
tube diameter problem were discussed and validated in
[19].
To ensure statistical convergence and reproducibility
of the results, each experiment was repeated 8 times in
order to identify accurately the critical pressure value
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mixture, shown in Fig. 6b). The difference in critical
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both undiluted irregular mixtures, it appears that the efwith perturbation
fect of perturbation by the small needle is more apparent
D = 12.7mm
{ without perturbation
for the smallest size tube (i.e., D = 9.13 mm) used in this
with perturbation
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study
despite the fact that the blockage ratio is kept the
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same for all three tube diameter experiments. Although
the amount of disturbance was not quantitatively mea0
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three scales D and the flow perturbation induced by the
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decrease in critical pressure. Another observation from
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the results is that although C2 H2 − N2 O is more unstaO Go
ble compared to C2 H2 − O2 , the effect of the perturbawith perturbation
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tion by the needle seems to be more significant for the
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latter mixture. Some explanation can perhaps be made
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within the scope of the spontaneous flame concept, originally proposed by Zel’dovich [24-26]. According to this
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by the gradients of self-ignition time delay in the reac55
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tive fluid. Later studies also show that in order for any
hydrodynamic fluctuation to grow or eventually initiate
(c)
a detonation, the disturbance must be sufficiently strong
Fig. 6 Summary of go/no go results for all three combustible and the critical size must be long on the order of the
mixtures with/without the presence of the needle to create reaction scale to induce a gradient of thermal ignition
perturbation.
time [27-29]. The later condition leads to the coupling
between the propagation and amplification of the disturbance with the chemical energy release in the reacabove which can form a spherical detonation at each
tive medium [30]. Table 1 shows the relative comparison
tube diameter. Figure 5 shows a sample result for the
between the size of the perturbation, roughly estimated
stoichiometric C2 H2 − O2 mixture with needle perturbaby the integral scale of the needle diameter dneedle , to
tion showing the test matrix and all go/no go data, i.e.,
the chemical induction length scale of the two unstable
successful and unsuccessful transmission of the detonamixtures ∆I at the critical pressures for the normal case
tion wave from the confined circular tube to the open
without perturbation. As shown in the table, the ratio
area in the spherical chamber. In the present analysis,
(dneedle /∆I )critical for the C2 H2 − O2 mixture is bigger
the critical pressure is defined by the upper limit boundthan the C2 H2 − N2 O mixture for all three tube diameary above which at least 75% of tests at the same initial
ters D. The bigger value of the ratio (dneedle /∆I )critical
condition gives a successful transmission of the detonafor the C2 H2 − O2 mixture therefore suggests that the
tion wave into the open space. Using all the statistical
perturbation is large enough and has turbulent strength,
data obtained in the present investigation, summary of
consequently it can reside longer on the order of the
all go/no go results are plotted in Fig. 6.
chemical induction time and is more effective to proFigure 6a) first shows the results for the C2 H2 − N2 O mote a spontaneous explosion center that supports the
mixture and the critical pressure limits with and with- transmission of the detonation into the unconfined area.
out perturbation for all three tube diameters D. For this
mixture, it can readily be seen that the perturbation has
D = 15.5mm

with perturbation
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Table 1 Comparison of the ZND induction length with the size of the perturbation at critical conditions. The induction
length ∆I is computed using the San Diego chemical mechanism [22].
Mixture

D (mm)

dneedle (mm)

pcritical (kPa)

∆I (mm)

(dneedle /∆I )critical

C2 H2 + 5N2 O

15.5
12.7
9.13

1.0
0.8
0.6

67
85
124

−2

8.74×10
6.77×10−2
4.62×10−2

11.4
11.8
13.0

C2 H2 + 2.5O2

15.5
12.7
9.13

1.0
0.8
0.6

14
16
21

5.23×10−2
4.40×10−2
3.22×10−2

19.1
18.2
18.6

On the other hand, the results of Fig. 6c) show that
the transmission of detonation from the unconfined tube
to the open area in the C2 H2 − O2 mixture highly diluted with argon appears not to be affected by the perturbation. The difference in critical pressure between the
perturbed and unperturbed cases in all three tube diameters is less than 1 kPa or approximately 1%. Taking into account the experimental uncertainty which includes the metering panel for the initial filled pressure
measurement, it can be concluded that for this argon
diluted mixture, essentially the same critical pressure
limits between successful and unsuccessful transmission
of diverging detonations in the open space are obtained
for all tube diameters. Therefore, these results demonstrate that the critical condition for successful detonation
transmission is not very sensitive to the flow perturbation by needle.
For the undiluted mixtures where the reaction kinetics is sensitive to flow disturbances and the detonation
propagation or transmission relies on the instabilities at
the front, i.e., role of the transverse waves, the additional
flow perturbations created by the needle compensate the
instability suppressed/quenched by the failure wave for
the case without perturbation and re-generate local explosion center for successful transmission. In contrast,
for diluted mixtures of which the detonation front is very
regular or stable and the role of instability does not play
a prominent role, the failure mechanism is dominantly
caused by the global curvature and as the numerical results in the following qualitatively show, the needle with
minimal blockage ratio and the flow disturbance induced
does not affect significantly the wave front curvature.
To illustrate qualitatively the effect of the minute
needle on the gasdynamic flow field in the experiment,
numerical simulation using a simplified two-dimensional
geometry was conducted. It is important to emphasize
that the numerical simulation is not intended to reproduce the full reactive flow phenomenon of detonation
diffraction, which is computationally expensive and often under-resolved. The purpose of the present simple
but reliable inert shock simulation is to illustrate qualitatively that the obstacle does not have a global effect of
the leading diffracted wave curvature, hence it does not
influence the failure mechanism of the diffracted detonation in diluted mixture. Approximating the solutions of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 Temperature contour plots from the numerical simulation of the diffraction of a Mach 6 shock in air. a) unperturbed case; and b) perturbed case with a small pin obstacle.

Euler equations by the 2nd order Roe’s flux difference
splitting (FDS) scheme with spatial resolution of 0.06
mm and CFL number of 0.5 using the software ANSYSFLUENT [31], it was possible to simulate a Mach M =
6 shock diffraction in air (γ = 1.4) with the interaction
of a cylinder at the exit of the channel. Although this
represents only a two-dimension simulation, the physical
dimensions were kept as close to those used in the experiments. The small channel and the opening chamber have
a width of 9 mm and 25 mm, respectively and the cylindrical obstacle has a diameter of 0.6 mm. To illustrate the
gasdynamic change caused by the small obstacle, Fig. 7
shows the temperature contours from the numerical sim-
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Table 2 Numerical values of different parameters and comparison between the drag energy ED with the initiation energy
Es at the critical condition for detonation transmission.
Mixture

D (mm)

dneedle (mm)

pcritical (kPa)

pCJ (kPa)

ρCJ (kg/m3 )

uCJ (m/s)

ED /Es (%)

C2 H2 + 2.5O2 + 70%Ar

15.5
12.7
9.13

1.0
0.8
0.6

75
89
117

1,727
2,062
2,740

2.023
2.399
3.152

810
813
817

3.26
3.08
3.21

C2 H2 + 2.5O2

15.5
12.7
9.13

1.0
0.8
0.6

14
16
21

437
502
666

0.317
0.362
0.475

1,065
1,068
1,074

3.38
3.30
3.44

C2 H2 + 5N2 O

15.5
12.7
9.13

1.0
0.8
0.6

67
85
124

2,587
3,310
4,890

2.038
2.585
3.769

1,018
1,022
1,028

3.35
3.27
3.41

ulation. Without the pin obstacle, the wave diffracts and
the expansion waves continues to enter the center core
and reduces the flow temperature behind the wave front,
see Fig. 7a). For perturbed case shown in Fig. 7b), upon
the wave interaction with the small obstacle, a number
of transverse waves disturbances are generated and regions (including the front) with localized temperature
fluctuation can be seen. However, the global curvature of
the diffracted wave does not change much. As explained
earlier for unstable mixtures with high reaction sensitivity, these hydrodynamic fluctuations will have an effect
on the detonation diffraction to promote local explosion
centers for successful transmission. In contrast to regular
mixtures where instabilities are not the dominant mechanism in transmission, once the leading front fails due
to the excessive curvature from the diffraction, the perturbation will not be able to give rise to a transmitted
detonation.
Theoretically, it may perhaps be possible to explain
the observation using an energy-drag approach, an analysis similar to detonation initiation by high speed projectile [32-34]. Through the drag force, the small obstacle
can deposit an amount of energy into the product flow
mixture. The drag force of the needle of diameter dneedle
and length l (which is equal to the diameter of the detonation tube D) can be written as:
FD =

1
CD Af ρCJ u2CJ
2

(3)

where FD is the drag force, Af is the frontal or projected area (here for a cylinder of length L = D, this
area is equal to dneedle · D), CD the drag coefficient and
ρCJ , uCJ are the CJ velocity and particle velocity of the
detonation product flow, respectively. Because the freestream cross-flow is of high Reynolds number, the drag
coefficient of the cylindrical needle takes approximately
on a number value of 1.0. Lee’s work done model [35] can
then be used to estimate the energy deposition given by:
∗

ED =

Zt
0

FD uCJ dt

(4)

where t∗ is modeled as the time when the rarefaction
wave reaches the tube axis, which can be approximately
by t∗ ∼ D/2aCJ with aCJ being the sound speed of the
detonation products [35-36]. Hence, using the drag force,
ED =

CD ρCJ u3CJ dneedle D2
4aCJ

(5)

It is of interest to compare this work done by drag to the
critical energy required to initiate a spherical detonation
in the unconfined space. Based on the work done model
by Lee [37-39], it is assumed that the energy needed to reinitiate a detonation downstream of the unconfined space
in the critical tube diameter problem can be related to
the work done delivered by the detonation product in
the confined tube (i.e., a fictitious piston) over the same
period t∗ given above, the energy can be obtained by:
∗

Es =

Zt

pCJ

πD2
uCJ dt
4

(6)

0

where pCJ and uCJ denote the CJ detonation pressure
and particle velocity, respectively. After the integration
the simplified work done model thus gives:
Es =

pCJ uCJ πD3
8aCJ

(7)

By comparing both energies ED and Es the following
expression is obtained:
ED
2CD ρCJ u2CJ dneedle
=
Es
πpCJ D

(8)

Based on this expression, Table 2 shows values of different parameters and compares the drag energy with the
initiation energy at the critical condition for successful
transmission in the unconfined area. The present estimation shows that the drag (energy) is at most ∼ 3% (found
to be roughly same for both diluted and undiluted mixtures) of that the mean detonation product flow responsible for the initiation in the free space. This 3% is indeed
negligible compared to the initiation energy change required for the observed decrease in critical pressures in
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undiluted mixtures. Such decrease in near critical pressure is equivalent to far more than 50% increase in initiation energy for a diverging detonation [40]. Therefore,
a global energy-drag approach is not a possible interpretation of physics for the present results. Although with
the tiny obstacle some kinetic energy got converted to
thermal one persisting downstream - resulted in local
fluctuation or instability that can promote the transition in the undiluted mixtures but play no effect for lesstemperature sensitive diluted mixtures with the failure
due to the global curvature of the diverging wave only.
These mechanisms are confirmed in this study by experiments and such confirmation represents the significant
merit of this study.
Experiments were also carried out with other perturbation geometries, i.e., different configurations of the
needle obstacle while keeping the overall blockage ratio
constant. It can be seen from Figs. 8 and 9 showing the
results for two different tube diameters D = 15.5 and
9.13 mm that the perturbation effect is geometry independence of the obstacle. In other words, as the blockage
ratio for a specific tube is kept constant, regardless of its
geometry or needles configuration, results show almost
identical behavior. For the irregular mixtures all the results with different needle(s) perturbations show similar
decrease in critical pressure for successful transmission.
On the other hand, for the mixture highly diluted with
argon, where it has been suggested that the cellular instabilities play minor roles in the detonation propagation mechanism, the flow perturbation (despite different
arrangement) does not have any major effect on the phenomenon.
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In the present investigation, the critical tube diameter
phenomenon and the failure mechanism for detonation
diffraction in three combustible mixtures, ranging from
highly irregular to regular detonation structures are studied. Gasdynamic disturbances were introduced using a
needle with small blockage ratio at the exit of the tube
before the gaseous detonation emerges into the free unconfined space. By observing how the detonation responds
to the flow perturbation during the diffraction, it is possible to investigate the important role of instability and
to provide confirmation on the two postulated modes of
failure mechanism proposed by Lee [14] on the phenomena of critical tube diameter. For the cases of undiluted
stoichiometric C2 H2 − N2 O and C2 H2 − O2 mixtures in
which the detonation wave is highly unstable and relies
on the instability at the cellular front, it is found that
the additional flow perturbation can cause a noticeable
effect on the detonation diffraction. Despite a difference
due to the scale effect, all the results of the three tube
diameters with needle perturbations show a decrease in
critical pressure for successful transmission. On the other
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Fig. 8 Summary of go/no go results for all three combustible
mixtures with different needle arrangements (BR ∼ 0.08) to
create perturbation and tube diameter D = 15.5 mm.

hand, for the mixture highly diluted with argon - where
it has been suggested that the cellular instabilities play
minor roles in the detonation propagation mechanism,
the flow perturbation does not have any major effect on
the phenomenon. Numerical simulations show that the
hydrodynamic disturbance induced by the needle provides flow fluctuation behind the wave but does not significantly change the curvature of the diffracted wave.

Effect of Perturbations on the Critical Tube Diameter Problem
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tions (i.e., needle arrangement), which do not affect the
conclusion of this study.
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Fig. 9 Summary of go/no go results for all three combustible
mixtures with different needle arrangements (BR ∼ 0.08) to
create perturbation and tube diameter D = 9.13 mm.

This result appears to support a curvature based global
mechanism for diffraction failure in these stable mixtures
rather than the suppression of instability by the failure
wave and the inability to generate local explosion centers. Finally, the present results also show that while
the blockage ratio for a specific tube is kept constant
and relatively small, essentially the same experimental
observation is obtained for different blockage configura-
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